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Dear teacher or parent, I have attached a list of 50 women who
have changed the world for you to use as a springboard with this
project.  These names were taken from a book that I use in my
personal classroom and I do not claim any rights to this book.
You are free to use these names, add some or delete any that you
are not comfortable with using. As I mentioned earlier, this is just
a list to get you started.  It can be as simple as choosing a name
from the list and getting to work.

Even though this is a research assignment it is short enough and
can be done in chunks.  What does that mean, those dendrites
will be growing!!  

I always find that when kids do research on people, they take a
vested interest in their lives and end up having more questions. 
 Guess that that does?  Leads to more research.  Oh, yeah!   
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Famous woman's name and photo

At least two (2) paragraphs describing her life. Paragraphs can be 

What is she known for?  What did she do that makes her so well 

List at least one fun or interesting fact about her. 

Do not use more than 5 photos total on the assignment.  Your photos

What is HER STORY in History?  Research a famous women who 
has made an impact in the world in some way or another.  Then 
complete a slide presentation on either Google Slides or Powerpoint
about her life and impact. 

Be sure to include all of the following information:

separated. Make sure your paragraphs are 5 sentences each. 

known and such and important part of history?

are to enhance your assignment, not take over the project. 

*Only the TITLE page should have a cutesy font, all other parts must be
easy to read.

*Make you slideshow pleasing to the eye.  Don't use loud or bright back-
grounds.

*Label all photos appropriately. 
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Date of birth? Death?
Where was the person born? Where did they move? 
Were they married?  Have children?
Where did they work?
Who were their friends? Enemies? 
Did they receive any awards? Which ones? When? Why did they get them?
Does this person have any famous quotes?
Has this person written any books? Which ones?

Guiding Questions:

What are guiding questions?  Guiding questions are those that you ask yourself to
help in your search for understanding the topic at hand.

These are just a few guiding questions to get you started on your journey in 
researching a famous woman in history for HER STORY in HISTORY. 
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 Her Story in History
Pocahontas

Susan B
Anthony

Louisa May
Alcott

Laura Ingalls
Wilder

Margaret 
Mead

Julia Child

Nancy
Reagan

Maya
Angelou

Hillary R.
Clinton

Ann
Bancroft

Abigail Adams

Elizabeth
Blackwell

Jane Adams

Helen Keller

Margaret
Bourke-White

Rosa Child

Maria
Tallchief

Harper Lee

Sally Ride

Maya Lin

Sacagawea

Clara
Barton

Juliette Gordon
Low

Eleanor
Roosevelt

Rachel
Carson

Barbara
McClintock

Barbara Bush

Barbara
Walters

Oprah Winfrey

Michelle
Obama

Sojourner Truth

Harriet
Tubman

Annie Jump 
Cannon

Georgia
O'Keeffe

Babe Didrikson
Zaharias

Gertrude Elion

Coretta Scott
King

Dian Fossey

Sonia 
Sotomayor

Serena 
Williams

Elizabeth Cady
Stanton

Emily
Dickinson

Nellie Bly

Amelia
Earhart

Lucille Ball

Ella Fitzgerald

Patsy Takemoto
Mink

Gloria Steinem

Condoleezza
Rice

Misty Copeland

“You educate a man; you educate a man. You educate a woman; you educate a generation.” ―
Brigham Young
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